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C. W. Ferguson
20 August 1974

COMMENTS ON TRL 63 -48

This is a brief record of a single fragment of a long -dead

tree that has been useful to three disciplines - archaeology,

dendrochronology, and radiocarbon analysis - and has provided

numerous display sections.

This piece of wood had been used by present -day campers as

a backlog for their campfire (as it may have been by prehistoric

people) in the mouth of a cave on Crooked Creek in the White

Mountains of eastcentral California. At the start of archaeolog-

ical excavation by the Eastern California Museum in 1963, the

piece was removed for tree -ring study. It became specimen

TRL 63 -48 and seven cross sections were cut for detailed analysis.

Its primary value was thought to be in chronology building, but

it was soon realized that the local chronology it contained

perhaps would provide a control for the dating of charcoal ex-

cavated in the cave.

The sections readily dated in the early A.D. period, and,

ultimately, 23 sections were prepared. A single radius on five

of the sections was dated and measured, and the specimen mean,

200 to 800, was incorporated into the regional master chronology

following standardization and averaging with a routine computer

program (Ferguson, 1969).
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To provide material for radiocarbon analysis, the larger end

of the fragment was brought back to the Laboratory in 1964. Further

study showed that the specimen contained a record from A.D. 115

to 986. This 871 -year record is far short of the life of the

tree, because both the center and the outside had been lost through

erosion. The outside probably was fairly close to what had been

the bark area, indicating that the tree had been dead for nearly

900 years.

Dated decade samples have been submitted to three cooperating

radiocarbon laboratories as part of the calibration program

(Damon, et al, 1974, Ralph, et al, 1973, and Suess, 1969).
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